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Automorphisms of Afine Unipotent Groups 
in Positive Characteristic 
‘l-he notion of a conservative aliinc aIqel)raic poup is introduced in [.;I, 
and it is shown there that, for a consrrv,ttive group G, the group II. ;,f 
algebraic group automorphisms has a natural atline algebraic poup structur~~ 
such that the natural map G I 11’ m~z C; is a pi\-nomial map. In characteristic 
zero, a connected unipotent groul) is conser\-ativc. 
In this paper, LVL‘ look at the structure of connected unipotent groups it: 
nonzcro characteristics from the I-lopf algebra \ iewpoint, and u-e show that. 
over an algebraicallv closed field. a connected unipotent groul, is conser~ati\ t’ 
if and only if it is of dimension I 
Our analysis of the structure of the Hopf algebra of functions on the p-ottp 
lnoceeds by examining the structure of the Ilopf algebra owr its sub-Hopt 
algebras. Lf’e include an clementat-)- pt-ocif of the classical result that a r,n~- 
dimensional connected unipotent group o\cr a perfect field is the additilv 
groul> of the field, and KC remark that some theorems, for example, The,n-cnr I 
and (‘orollar\- 3 to ‘I’heorem 2, do not ricluirc that the Hopf algebras be 
unipotent, although the pr(,ofs at-e elem~ntar\~ vhcn the\. are. 
\\.e can derive a more expedient In-oof of ‘I’heorem 5 b\- using Carollar\ 3 _ 
to Proposition 5 of [4] and C’c~rollat-! 1 to ‘Ibeorcm IO of [5], but 11-c h:i\ c 
chosen to stress cc Agebra and Hopf algebt-a techniques. 
I. PRELIMNARIES 
‘l-he coradical K of a coalgebra CJ is the SL~ITI of all simple subcoalgebras 
of C. Denote the comultiplication map for C’ by A: C + C’ 2) C. A module 
action ~-1 of C”, the linear dual of c’ with respect to the base field k, on C’ ih 
defined for f~ C“ and ( 5 C as ,f ~~~. i‘ (I ; 1.f) O(c), where C ii is 
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identified with C‘. If C” derwtes the coideal in C of elements of au,qmenta- 
ticjn 0, then (’ k ‘5 Cl. The coradical filtration [A’,]:-, of a coalgebra C 
is defined inductivei!. as: I?,, R and R,, _ R,, A R,, -, , where R, A R,, 1 
is the kernel of the map (’ + (” l’ c‘ + C/H,, 5y.j C R,,+, [R,li_,, is an 
incr-c,asing filtration I~\- subcc~algcbras, where R, C K,, 1 ;111tl I,): ,, R, C 
: I ~ 9.0.3]. 
‘I’ttEoREn~~ I. I,et B C ,-I be unipotent Hopf a(,aebrcrs. If L-] is algebraic wee 
R. I frcn d is intgral aces Il. 
Proof. Let Ci mm~ di B, a sub-Hopf algebra of A. Since A0 R, C,, mm II. 
HI. transitivity of integral extensions, it will be enough to show that C, is 
integral over C, -1 , for each i. Since C, is generated as an algebra by R, over 
(‘, ~1 . it is enough to show that the elements of Ri are integral over (‘,+, 
I,CTJ, F Ri - C,+, and let a,,,?‘“’ ... +~ n,y $- a,, mu 0, where each a, E C,-, , 
he an algebraic dependence relationship of minimal height for y over C, -r 
If tl.,, c- fi, then 11 is integral owr <‘,+r . Otherwise, if [T,] is the coradical 
filtration of C,, , say a,,, E T,,) - T, -1 . Since T,, R,, R, c’,+, is tuii- 
pcltrnt. and I,emma 2 saw that la,,, a,,, 5: I - I G a,,, rm s, where 
.’ ,: ‘r 
Furthermore, since a,, E C,+, , Aa,, E Ciel G CT-,; SO, 
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Evidently, for f E ,4*, f - a,, y” E (x,Y, CipJyj). Let ,I be an element of A” 
which vanishes on T,OP1 , while f(a,,,) 1. 1Ve will show that 0 :m_ 
f- (a,,y”’ 7 ‘.’ + a,?/ $ o,,) is an integral relationship for y over Ci..l . 
Note that 
where t, E (~~~~’ C’-, y’) ‘~1 (CyLil C,.,y’). Hence, A(a,,,y”‘) da,,,dy”; 
a,,, y”’ &) 1 + a,,, @,, y”’ + y”’ ($ a,,, + 1 Q a,,! y’” $ (y”’ @ 1 )s + ( 1 $1 y”‘)s ~- 
(a,,, (5% I) t, + (I 0 a,,,) t, + t,s. Then, f -- a,,,?“’ (I @J f)Llu,,y~~ ~- 
(term by term) 0 + a,,!f(y”‘) + y’” + 1 ~f(~,,~y”‘) Jm 0 t Z, ; Q? + z3 $ z~, 
where each zi E (x:‘I-,’ C,_&). Hence, .f- a,,y”’ y”’ + z, where 
2 E (xyz,’ Ci+ly~). Furthermore, as we have seen, f - a,,y” E (Cy=i’ Ci-lyj): 
for n < m. So, 0 = f--5 (a,,y”l + a,,,_ly”‘+l I .‘. k~ a,?> + a”) == y”’ ~- 23, 
where v is some element of C’y:il Ciply’. Th.T IS is an integral relationship. 
Let =1 be a unipotent Hopf algebra with filtrations [Rj] and [i3 J introduced 
in the preliminary section. 
PROPOSITION 1. IJ y, ,..., yin are elements of K, , then --l,,P,[y, ,..., y,,,] is 
a szlb-Hopf algebra of -4. 
Proof. That A,-,[y, ,...,y,,,] is a subcoalgebra and is closed under the 
antipode of A follows immediately from Lemma 2. 
THEOREM 2. Let A be a finitely generated unipotent Hopf algebra, and let 
B be a sub-Hopf Qebru of A. If BeA --: A’, then B _~ A3. Furthermore, if 
J C B is an ideal of B, then JA n B m= J. 
Proof. Let .x1 ,..., x, be generators for =I over k. Let E be the finite 
dimensional subcoalgebra of iz generated by x1 ,..., xn; let [Ti] be the coradical 
filtration of the coalgebra E. Let Ei be the sub-Hopf algebra of A generated 
by Ti; Ei is finitely generated as an algebra over k, and there is an index m 
such that Ej = E,, forj, j’ 2 m, since L? is finite dimensional. We show that 
J-4 n B z J and if B -# A then B’ A f z4+. 
Let Ci = E,B; C, :~ : B and each C, is finitely generated by elements of Ei 
over CL_1 . Using Proposition 1, we can find a finite strictly increasing 
sequence, possibly of length one, of sub-Hopf algebras of A, 
C’-, C CiPl[tl] ... C Ci-l[t, ,..., t,,,] =: Ci , where tj E A’,-, for eachj. 
It will be enough to show that JCi-l[t, ,..., tj] n CZ-l[t, ,..., t,-l] ~7 J for 
J an ideal in Cj-l[t, ,..., Ij-11 and that (Ci-l[t, ,. .., t,_,])‘(C’-,[t, ,..., tj]) i 
Cidl[t, ,..., t,])+ if m # 0, that is, if Cjel # Cj . We are reduced to proving 
the theorem in the following situation: A = B[x], where x E ,4-‘- and dx :- 
.Y@ I -+ 1 ox+ t, t E BLOB+. If x is transcendental over B, then evidently 
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J-4 n II == J; and B’[x] (= B+A) # A’ if B #= A since x 4 B’[x]. If x is 
algebraic over B, then it is integral by Theorem 1. By the proof of Theorem 1, 
i f 9’ + f a,.x + a,, : 0 is an integral equation of minimal height, it is 
also an algebraic equation of minimal height; consequently, if Cr:,r b$ -- 0, 
with b, E B, then hi =. 0, all i. So A = B C;I Bs cj ... @ Bx~“-~~, and, hence, 
j--J : J (~;, J<y G <G p -1, and B-,.4 -: Bi- (“J B1.y 0 ... 53 B’.yf+ 1. Evi- 
dcntl~-, J-4 n B = J; and K-A 7’ ;1 if B 7’ A, since if s E H -4, then 
.Y E Iz s by inspection. Hence, PZ - I, and so s would be in B, that is, B -2. 
Otherwise, s $ B A, while .Y t -4 ‘. The proof is completed. 
(~‘OKOILARY I. If B and c’ ave sub-fiopj- alp&was ?f n $nitc/y genevated 
unip~~itmt llopf algebra z4, atId ;f B -4 mm~ c’-A-l, then B = C. 
I?wc$ IVe derive a contradiction from the assumption that B ,.’ C. i1-e 
may suppose that B C C; for if B Q C and C $ B, then B g BC, and smce 
{Bl’)~ BC + R+C, B1.J = (BC)i=l; so we could derive the contra- 
diction using B and BC. Therefore, we may assume that B C C and H .J C. 
II!- ‘Theorem 2, 
B;C .= (B-C)A n C == 1F.J n C .=~ C-A n C 
1~~. assumption, -= Ci by Theorem 2. So B = C by Theorem 2. Here is a 
contradiction. 
~‘OROI>I.ARY 3. If A is a finitely generated unipotent Hopf akehm, and 11 
is a sub-Hopj algebra, then B isjnitely generated as cell. 
hOOf. Since d is finitely generated, the ideal i?d is finitely generated. 
C’learly, it is generated by a finite number of elements from B--, say (b,]LE1 . 
The sub-Hopf algebra B,of B generated by these elements is finitely generated 
;s an algebra; and B,,‘,4 = = B ‘A. SO B = B, by C ‘orollary I, and B is finit+ 
generated. 
3. 
Throughout this section, R will be a field of nonzero characteristic .p. 
T.\‘c set down some lemmas at the outset. Let A be a unipotent Hopf algebra 
over k. Define a linear map q: .4 -* rl @ A by q(x) == il.z - z @ 1 - I @ .z. 
481/26/1-10 
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H!. the definition of primitive elements, ker 9 = P(A-I), the space of primitive 
elements of *hf. 
LliMrVIA 4. y(z”) = (q(z))“. 
I’w$ This is an immediate conscqucnce of the fact that cc,lnultiplication 
is an algebra map and p is the characteristic of the field. 
LEMMA 5. If k[x] z’s a polynomial algebra, atd s is a pvinzitive e/ettwnt, th 
Peq’ primitive element of k[x] is of the form C:)lzl ai.&, where ui E k. 
Proof. (<xi i$r .xj] is a basis for h[.v] 3 k[x]T~. For ~1 2 c~,.v I ) SJ. Icr 
ht(g) _ maxii i- j / c,; :L 0). Suppow that Cl’:, u,?ii is a primitive clement 
and that n is the highest index such that a,, /; 0 and n is not a jth power of p 
for anyj. Since by Lemma 4 h’O I is primitive for anyj, CF=, ai,2 is also primitive 
by subtracting the primitive Cy=,, , 1 a$ from the primitive Crl, a#; morc- 
over, since a primitive element has augmentation 0, a,, m: 0. We will show 
that ht(q(xF=, a,~“)) = n, so that II 0, since kcr y = the primitives of k[,~]. 
Evidently, ht(q(xy10 u$) < n, so ht(rl(xy&, u@) =~ II is equivalent to 
ht(q(x”)) = n. IVrite n m-Z p%, where /, f v and 2’ - I ; then write 2’ p,s -~ r. 
where 0 C. r -:: p. Then q(,vL’“) -: y((s”)“‘) : (.s’J’)~“~ @J (x’))~~ -1. t, where f 
is an element of k[x] !- @ k[x]’ in terms of the other basis elements. So 
ht(q(x”)) = (sp)p’” j- VP” :y pUz’ Ii. 
Let ,4 be an integral domain unipotent Hopf algebra over a perfect field ii 
of nonzero characteristic p. Let B be a sub-Hopf algebra of A, and s an 
element of il transcendental over R such that Q(X) E B+ @ B . . Choose a basis 
[h,j for H over k; then (b$ @ bi,.~l .‘I is a basis for R[x] @ B[x]. 
DEFINITIOX. For g =.= x aijj,i’ b,s) yj b;,si’, where u,,,,]’ E k, set ht(R) ” 
max(j f-j’ 1 ai,ii’,’ 7i 0 for some pair (;, ;‘)I. 
LEMMA 6. For cy:, cixi, where ci E B and c,,, f 0, ht(q(~~~, T$)) ?n 
and is < m ;f and only if m -: pi, for somej, and c,,( E k. 
Proof. For the first statement, q(xi) c(C~=, Bx’i-‘) @ Bxi) + C,,+,, ii Bx” ~‘2 
B&G’, using the facts that comultiplication is an algebra map, and that 
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q(x) E B+- @ Bf. For the second statement, if c, E k, proceed as in the proof 
of Lemma 5, replacing R[x]+ with B[x]+. If c,, $ K, say c, E A’, - Rjel . Then 
using the fact that &~,,,a+ = AC,, dxJ’l and Lemma 2, we have that 
where t is an element in terms of basis elements not of the form hi (3 P, and 
n-here e, E Rjel . Hence, (c,,, @ x” + x pi & ei’xni) f 0, since c,,, is linearI!. 
independent of the ej , so ht(q(c,#‘) 7~ wz and ht(q(xz, c,xi)) == m, Gnce 
WE:):-: fixi) -5 m - I by the first part of the lemma. 
hiMMA 7. If k is a perfect field and L-l is a unz$otent integral domain ILopj 
al,ehra and zc an element of A such that q(w) E B[x]- @ B[s] ‘, then 
ht (y (;(, w~jj z W(4) PT7, 
.zchere c, t k and c,, # 0. 
Proof. \Vrite 
q(w) = c aiiL,,,hFy' @; bi& $- t, 
Cili’i’) 
1 l’=ht(n(K)l 
where ht(t) < ht(q(w)). Then 
by Lemma 4; 
4 -2 
,#” 
111 a, ;,,,,b,sj @ bilCxi’ 
iiji’,‘) 
, J !‘=htC~/(w)i 
L terms of height[ht] . _. ht(q(zc)) p”. 
Since .4 has no nilpotent elements and the field R is perfect, 
since it evidently has height ht(q(w)),I”, the lemma is proved. 
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THEOREM 3. Let A = k[x 1 ,..., s,,] be an integral domain Hopf algebra 
over a perfect field k, where the s, are primitive elements of =1. If dimension 
(,3) == 1, then iz z k[.v], where x is some primitive element of a-J. 
By dimension (A12) we understand the transcendence degree of the field qf 
fractions of .4 over k. 
Proof. It is enough to prove the theorem in the special case where 
‘4 ~~~ k[sl ) s,], for nonzero primitive elements x1 , ?i’? . Since d is an integral 
domain, x1 must be transcendental over k; and since dim(Aq) :-: I, .Q is 
algebraic over /z[sl], hence integral I,\- Theorem 1. Therefore, evidently, 
-3:k[.v1] l--J is finite dimensional, and there is a number wz and ,TZ elements cr, 
of li such that xl’” -L a,,,+,,$” * ... j al.~,‘i i- ~z,,q 0 mod k[x,] _ I. 
A is a unipotent Hopf algebra, and so hr. C‘orollarv 2 to Theorem 2, 
p’” ?sp ; c:“-,’ a,,v:‘z ‘, 15 a primitive elcmcnt of k[,yl]. I~v-ery primitive element of 
k[s,] is of the form I:_, b,.vi’, foi- elements bj of k, so \vc ma!- write 
)-yL, a,,~[’ XI’ ,, his:‘, where a,,, I Let 11,) q, be the minimal numbw 
such that there exist nonzcro primitives Y, ?’ in --J with A-J k[s, y] and there 
is a nontrivial relation xyi,, c,y” x+\, d,.x” If n,, m,, : 0, then Y 
generates -1. Otherwise, sav 12” 7)1,, Since z1 is an integral domain the cocf- 
ficients [(/,I cannot all be zero. Add x:i’:;, ~i,[(C,~,i~i,,,,,)‘~~‘“‘“~““‘” ‘ “‘I”’ to 110t11 
sides of the relation between ;\’ and ?.% in order to produce a nontrivial relation 
of degree at most q, i- MZ,, -- I in the pritnitives Y (c,~ 0 :(i,,,,,)’ ‘~J~‘iu~~~“‘~‘~-“‘u’, -1’, 
which generate -‘J. By the minimalit\- of q, I- q, , KC must have that 
,\- ((.llO~d,,i(,)~ ‘ ~“‘~~~,~‘7’1)~‘“(J’ _~ 0. So, J k[p]. This completes the proof. 
'kEOReM 4. If .-J is a dimension 1 , WlipOteTlt, integral domain jillitely genrr- 
nted Nopf algebra over a perfect jield k, then .-I k[.v], for some primitive x in _ J 
Proof. Let B bc the sub-Hopf algebra of L-1 generated by the primitive 
clcmcnts of -4. Rv Corollary 3 to Theorem 2, B is finitelv generated, since 
.-J is, so B is finitely generated 1~~ primitive elements. IS!, Theorem 3, 
B k[x], for some primitive element .I‘. Let [;2,] be the filtration of the 
preliminary section, and let I<,‘, /<[,Y] 9,; here E, = k[x]. Suppose that 
zc iPl =~: &; we show that E, = E, Let y be an clement of R, ~- R, , so that 
21 is not a primitive element; we show that 3’ c 1:; /z[x]. Since dim(.l2) = I, 
.‘J ,+ IS; by Letnma 3 E, /: k; so dim(B,) I, and :3 is integral over B, 
Hence, A/k[s] d-I is finite dimensional over lz, since ‘-J is finitely generated. 
Therefore, there is a number s such that Cf 0 aiy/ji E k[.~] lA4* for a non- 
trivial set of elements [ai] in k. Since R, contains y while R,-, C k[.x], 
y(y) E /z[x] cl<’ h[.v] 1 by Lemma 2. ‘I’hcrefore, by Corollary 2 to ‘I’heorem 2. 
k[x] k[x, EE, a,y”‘], 
I:-, bixi, where th 
and there is a relation of the form xi_, aiyl” 
e right hand side has no constant term since the augmcnta- 
tion of the left hand term is 0, since v E R, -. 
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Define the linear map q : (k[x] + ky + ... + ky”) -j k[x]’ @ k*[x]--. 
q(y) E Q-x]+ 0 k[x]+, by L emma 2 using the fact that RjAl C k[x]; hence, 
q~~,‘Ji)Ek[.r]i-Ok[~]+by the corollary to Lemma4;therefore,q(~)Ek[rl’Oh[.rl- 
for an\’ z in the domain of y 
DEFINITIOS. For g = C c,,.+ @ x:j an element of k[x] @ k[x], ht(;:) : 
mas(c -j 1 c,, / 0). Nate that ht(q(z)) -= 0 is equivalent CO z hriilg A 
primitive element. Let n, - m, be minimal with respect to the properties 
that there is an element u, in the domain of q such that k[.r, w] ;-= k[.~, y], and 
that there is a relation xyJQ C,ZC)” = xr:“O LI,N~, where not all the ci are XI-O. 
If rt,, 5 a, theen BC EIL[x]; ifZL: isa primitive, then z(‘ E k[x\. O\herwise, n,, g- 0, 
and ht(q(zu)) :t~ 0 By Lemma 7, ht(q(xzyz,, c~wJ”)) =m ht(q(w)) ~~“0). Further- 
more, ht(q(xyJh ~l$)) :‘, m,, by Lemma 6; hence, ht(q(u;))/,(“o’ ., WZ,, R!- 
L,emma 6, ht(q(Z’yuO d,,r?)) - n?,, if and onl!, if for some j, PL,, :- /I’; note th<it 
in ~\IIS cxej -: n,, . since ht(y(w)) pfvrl~j r< q, , so rh;lt ~‘“0) 1 TU,, On the OT~L‘I- 
hand, if the hcigtlt is WZ,,  then m,, = ht(q(u)) p(‘)(j). So, i.n any case, we ha\-e 
that p’““’ ~ nz,, . &Add -x:jld r(dc,,,,,)i~(~~,))~ ‘~“““‘.\.(~~~~~~~~“““)“a onto both side.5 of 
the relation bet\\-ccn w and T, to produce a relation of degree less th‘m 
“0 : q, ,n .a - (IJ~,,,,,)~C(,~))l:‘~‘“~‘.~o~~~;l”’~~~’ and .v. These two vltments sal kt’!- 
the conditions hud out for generators of k[x, ]_I; by minimality of n,, 1. nt,, , 
we must have that the first element is a primitive clement; hence, this element 
is in k[.Y] since k[. ,] I contains all the primitives of A. Therefore, zc E k[,x3. ‘l‘his 
completes the proof. 
Let II’ denote the group of all Hopf algebra automorphisms of an integral 
domain unipotent Hopf algebn over an algebraically closed field k. In [3] 
a Hopf algebra is called conservative if the k-span of (f(a) /f~ W> is finite 
dimensional for each element a in A. We will show that a unipotent integral 
domain Hopf algebra is conservative if and only if it is of dimension. I. 
Here we are assuming that WC have a finkelv generated algebra. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let A he a $nitely generated integral domain unipotent 
Nopf algebra over an algebraically closed field k. Then there is a sub-Hopf 
dgeha B of .3 and an element Y of A sstck that dim(B) == &m(A) - i, J ii 
transrrrtdental ocer B, q(x) E B1 @I Bf, and A4 is integral oz*ey B[x]; further- 
move, G is such that J/B--A is an integral domain qf dimension 1. 
P+i. Let [.4,] be the filtration defined in the preliminary socrirtn. 
Suppw j is the number such that dim(A,+,) < dim(A) while dim(A,) -z 
dim(Ad), so that A is integral over =1, . Let wz, dim(dj) - dim(AP,). ‘I’hen 
there are elementsy, ,..., Y,,!~ in R, (see preliminaries) such that dj is integral 
over ilj-,[y, ,..., yl,,,]. Let B, be the sub-Hopf algebra A_,[y, ,... ~ J’,,, J; 
then d is integral over B,[y,,,,] and q(ynij) E B, ‘3; B, . On the other hand, 
.d,‘B,‘*4 need not be an integral domain as far as WC knovv. However, i\c’ cm 
enlarge B, slight]>- to get this propert>- while not losing the other properties. 
in the following way. If J C _ 1 is a Hopf ideal. and G(A) alg(.i. h), the 
group of algebra maps from -4 to /q then G(A3 ‘l) IS a normal subgroup of G(AA) 
if ,y --l h i-- g i E / for each h c J and g i- G(.d) C .4*. (a) If B is a sub-Hopf 
algebra of -4, then 13 -1 is a normal ideal, that is, G(.4 ;B A) is a normal 
subgroup of G(.4). It is enough to sho\v that ,;r -1 h : I f BT for /fc 11.; 
the augmentation of ,F -J. I> ,:I ’ is ‘q ~~- h i- ,q -‘( 1) h(,ql,y .I) h( I ) 0 
since h t B.~, where I is the identity element of G(Af). 11-e should note that if 
,:’ - / I- x-’ C J, then the kernel of the map .-I ~--t .-I ‘,I t .-i/j’-\‘. n-here 
.v Hopf ideal of nilpotent elements of .-I ‘J enjo!-s the same propert!-. 
(b) In our situation, let I kernel of the map .-! ~-+ :I ‘Hi . . I + z-l,B, I .\-. 
Since .-I is unipotent, cl-cry semiin1ariant of (;(.ljB, .\.) is an invariant; 
furthermore, if K =- space of all invariants, then K- C I and K.zq I. as ii-1 
[2, Theorem 6.11. Since G(;l/B, f ,‘!2:) is normal, K is a sub-Hopf al,gcbra 
[2, C’orollar); 6.51. Bv [2, Theorem 4.11, there is a Hopf idcal I’ in .l [ such 
that --li1jP is an integral domain, and is the Hopf algebra of functions on the 
connected component of the identity of the group G(.-l I). G(d/f 1’) is ii 
normal subgroup of G(.-l) and if ,O kernel of the map .A --+ A/1,1’. then, 
setting B = invariants of G(.-I )1/I’), once again, H is a sub-Hopf algebra of .A 
and B :A = ,O; furthermore, B, C B. Since A,‘R .-1 is an integral domain, 
all that we must show is that dim(:f!B 1 A) I and that dim(B) dim(. 1) - 1. 
Let t: aJ + .-1/B il be the pro~jection; since A is integral over B[y,,,], .I H .j 
is integral over k[t(y,,)]; so dim(rliB~;.-l) 1. If dim(.+N A) z-m 0. .A H .I 
is finite dimensional; then so is --l/k‘ .-l finite dimensional. since G(-J B -J) 
is the connected component of the identity of G(.-f K’A), and so, 
dim(A-ljK-A) :- 0, since dim(-4:B .-I) 0. Therefore, fat- some number II. 
there is a relation x;’ I, a,!::,’ t K A; by Proposition 1 and C’orollar\- 2 to 
Theorem 2, as in the proof to ‘I’heorem 3. \ve hav-e ZI’~,, u,JJ:~~’ E K ; Iicncc, 
this element has nilpotcnt image in .l;Bn, I and for some numhei- A, the 
p‘ power of this clement is in 8, ;I. By the just quoted proposition ;nicl 
corollary, (x:/ymO a,(y,,>)“‘)‘, E 13, 1 which contradicts the fact that J’!), is 
transcendental over B, \\‘e must ha\ c L im(.3 Zj I) 
B thtri drrn~.~ B .-1) 
I. I~ulTllcI-- 
more, if y,,, is integral over , 1 ’ 0, since I is 
integral over B[yni] ; so )I!!, is transcendental 0, CI- 11. ‘I’hcrcfore, 
dim(B) -., dim(.l). B!- the choice of 11, , it has dimension dim(.-l) -~ I. 
and since B, C B, we must have dim(B) dim(A) I This conipletcs 
the proof. 
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'THEOREM 5. Jf &-f is n jnitely generated integral domain Hopf czl,ebra that 
i.v unipotent, then -4 nrox bc / zuritten as B[x], a polynomial Hopf a&bra in n 
transcendental x E -I ozv the sub-Hopf algebra B, where dim(B) - dim(A) ~~ I, 
and q(x)EB+ l?j B 
Proof. Ul- Proposition 2, there is a sub-Hopf algebra B of the correct 
dimension and an element 3’ with correct comultiplication such that A is 
integral over B[J~]. Let -1, be as in the preliminaries and let C, .: B[.\,] .A, 
Suppose that WC have shown that C,+, B[u], for some element II 5uch 
that q(u) t B % B ; we show that for zc E R,~’ the jth filtered part <if I. 
there is an element ‘L’ in A such that B/T,] ~~- B[u, w], where y(v) E Iz. I{ . 
(‘all B[u, zc] C‘. ‘ze is integral over Bfu] , since dim(C,) m:m dim(A); so. C’ H[u] f’ 
is finite dimensional over Ir, and there is a number n such that ZL~““ .~ 
crizc E B[u] C, where the N, are elements of h. In fact, once again bv Prol)osi- 
tion I and (‘orollarv 2 to Theorem 2, &” ;- ... + alw E B[u], since 7c E K, 
and -1 ,+I c B[u]. ive ma>., therefore, write zLyzO a,&” -7 x:nl b,w. i‘o~ 
some elements h, in B. 
Case I. y(w) E B 5 B-. The images u) and ii of w and u in C/B- C ’ are 
primitive generators for C,‘B C. By the second part of Theorem 2, B 21 n I’- 
B C. Hence, C‘,B-C C A ‘B’A and so C/BY’ is a dimension 1 integral 
domain since A-l ‘B .-I is integral over CjB’C and since A/B-A is an integral 
domain. An inspection of the proof of Theorem 3 shows that there is a 
single generator of the form z ciali7 f- 2 d,ti”” for CjBLC. For the element 
f ~- 2: ci7c~‘1 -. x d,@’ m C, evidently, q(t) E B’ @ B’; in fact we will see 
that t generates c‘ over B. Since i, a primitive, generates C/B-C, e\.er\ 
primitive of CR c’ is of the form x a$~)“, for some ai; since 7+ and fi are 
primitives, z C e,tjJ’ and u =m Cfjfif’Ji; that is, u: -- 2 e$r” and u - )3.,‘,1~” 
are elements of B ~C’. Bv Proposition 1 and C’orollary 2 to Theorem 2, 
rf”, ~. ze,fii’ and 21 ff,+/” are elements of B’ Since C -m B[F:‘. ,I], 
(‘ B[t]. 
Close 2. q(z~‘)$B jl B . Let n, .r m, be the minimal number such that tt-lcre 
are elements K, and ut in C, where q(q) E B- ?I B’ and q(w,) E B[u,] ,L> B[u,] 
and x.1”!,, a,‘~:’ -: xi”‘1 b,‘ul , where rr,’ E k, not all a,’ -~~ 0 and b,’ E B ;rnd 
qu, ) 7ccl ] C. Pick a pair of such elements and continue to call them .rc 
and u for notational simplicit!,. 
Ikfine the linear map q: B[u] ark kz Tm kwlJ ! ..- Jo kn&-t B[u] : H[I!] 
as in the proof of Theorem 4. 
C’QSP a. b,,, 6 k. C’hoosc a basis jd;) for H which contains I. For 
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where qjizji E k, define ht(g) to be max{i 1 j j q,,‘,’ r~ 01. Sote that 
ht(q(zc)) ;i 0, since g(w) E R $$ B in Case 2. By Lemmas 6 and 7, 
ht(q(xz I 6,~~)) 7 nz if and only if m + p’ for any numbcrj; ht(y(Cl: a u~zL’~“) 
ht(q(w)) p”; and, finally, pn I III as in the proof of Theorem 4. A\dd 
x:’ () U~((b,,,~U.)l~“‘“U rJJ1~~“‘) 1” to both sides of the relation bctwcen u and ZC, ) 
to produce a relation of lesser degree in zc -(O,,, ‘(I,,) 1 !p”u’“‘/““) and u. II!, 
minimahty of ?z ~.~ nz, we must be back in C’ase 1 ‘Ibis completes the proof 
of <‘ax it. 
(‘trse b. b,,, $ k. Choose a basis {rf,j for I1 which contains B,,, and I. From 
Iti,i. WC obtain the basis {+j :?j Nl+” $ for U[u] j, N[zr]. Ikfine the function 
ht with respect to this basis for B[u] $5 B[u]. Since 21’ o N,w”’ =-~ C:y_, 6p’, 
did I),,, E ii, ht(p(ze))p” GZ b!- Lemmas 6 and 7. Let ~(b,,,) Ix the augmcnta- 
ticIn of h,,, . By adding ~- C,” ,, a;(~(h,,,)’ ‘P” u(“‘, 1”‘))~” to both sides of the relation 
bct\\cen w and u, we product a relation between IO--(~(b,,,),‘u,,) ‘l’“u(llg ‘i”“) 
and u \I-ith the same properties cscq)t that now \LC’ l<n(J\v that the coefficient 
of I( ’ has augmentation 0. So we ma!- suppose that I):,, has augmentation 0 
and that each basis clement tlj other than I is in fact in Z3 
IMine a linear map B[n] [<I H[u] mm+ B[u] \‘: B[zI], I’, where P(d, ;‘I u”‘) 
11. u”‘, for any i, and P is 0 at the other basis elements for B[u] (2) B[u]. 
P(y{~I3:” ,) hpi)) P(y(b,,,u”‘)) IT,,, ‘_ u”’ , since% using the fact that [~i,j [ 1 i 
is ii basis for B ‘, the other terms of q(b,,,z~) arc of the form c,,c/, :g dp”‘. 
ti, I r,, t k, or the form ci,,,,,d,u~ f;) t/,,u”, xvhere i’ -‘< wr bv Lemma 2. 
At all such terms P is 0. Since x:: ,i h,u’ 1: U a,w I,‘, also P(q(xT: (, CZ,ZL’~‘)) =- 
lJ>,? ‘, IL”‘. Since ht(y(w)) p” WI, ht(q(w”‘)) L- m for i .; n h!- Lemma 7; 
so P(y(zc”‘)) 0 for i J. rr. Furthermore, f’((~r,~;~,) cl,w J c/(,uJ’)““) 0, if 
citlicr j’ ~ _ w/p’” or d,, / I, since in that case, l//i” E H , so d,‘:” may be written 
in terms of basis elements tl, i 1 ; then h!- the definition of I’, v-e have the 
fact. So 1’ is nonzero, possibl!-, at terms of y(w”“) of the form (c. ‘<, u(“‘:J”“)J’“. 
‘I‘licrefore, 
for some elements r, in B by the preceding sentcncc; 
Set r :: ~~=, ci . Then 6,,, ~~ ~1”‘. Add --xf-, ni(c:(a,,)’ ‘J”’ u’“~~(“‘J)~~~ to both 
sides of the relation between w and u to produce a relation of degree less than 
?I - jfl, i*l ~~-~/(a,)l.‘ll” U(“‘:PJ and II, so by minimality we must be back in 
C’ase I. This completes the proof. 
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‘hEORERI 6. d unipotent integral domain Hopf algebra A over an ake- 
braicafly closed jield qf nonzeyo chavactevistic is conservative ;f and on!v if 
dim(.-q =- 1. 
P~oqf. If dim(A) =- 1, then A ;= k[x] for some primitive element s. 
The only automorphisms of h[x] are of the kind x --f as, where a E k and 
a 0: so A is conservative. If dim(A) > I, write .A = B[x], where 
dim(B) = dim(.-l) ~- 1, x is transcendental owr B and q(x) E B (~3) B-. 
Since dim(B) :-, 0, B L k; so, b!; Lemma 3, B contains a nonzero primitive 
clement z. Let t,, be the map from AJ to .3 which is the identity map on 6: and 
lvhich takes s to .x + ~1’“‘. t,! is a I-Iopf algebra automorphism, and 
dim[sP;“7:tn(“~)):: ,,] is infinite. =I is not conservative. 
